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Non-Technical Summary
AOC Archaeology Group was commissioned by Lochaber Archaeological
Society to undertake an archaeological geophysical survey (gradiometer and
earth resistance) to investigate the potential for buried archaeological
remains at Culloden House, Inverness (centred at NH 72034 46391). A total
of 0.3 hectares were surveyed, targeting a low mound at the southwest end
of the Culloden House grounds.
The results of the magnetometer survey identified a number of discrete pitlike anomalies within the mound area as well as a number of linear trends of
an unknown origin that, due to the small survey area size, are difficult to
interpret. These also appear to match topographic changes in the area.
Furthermore a large area of magnetic disturbance surrounding the mound
and discrete pit like anomalies suggest human activity in the area. A number
of small highly ferrous anomalies were also identified which although could
be modern in origin, such as debris in the topsoil, could also be of an
archaeological origin.
The results of the earth resistance survey identified a number of low
resistance linear trends which correlate with the location of the mound and
linear trends identified in the magnetometer survey. A number of high
resistance anomalies also appear to match topographical features in the
area and features detected in the magnetometer data.
This report also contains the results of a metal-detecting and walkover
survey conducted by the Lochaber Archaeological Society. The metaldetecting survey recovered a number of artefacts, most of which comprised
modern detritus and mid 20th century finds. A number of potentially
significant finds included mid 18th century halfpennies, lead waste from a
5.5cm sprew casting pistol ball, an iron buckle/clasp, military-style shirt
buttons, set of plough ends (18th-19th century?), and a 10cm ornamental
brass base. The walkover survey located the site of a low mound at the
southwest end of the Culloden House grounds, in the location of the
‘brangas tree’ shown on historical mapping. A rectangular feature was also
noted at the northeast end of the lawn to the southwest side of the building,
which may represent a platform associated with previous structures on the
site.
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1

Introduction

1.1

AOC Archaeology Group was commissioned by Lochaber Archaeological Society to undertake an
archaeological geophysical survey at Culloden House, Inverness, as part of a wider scheme of
archaeological investigation undertaken by Lochaber Archaeological Society into the history of the
house. The geophysical survey was carried out to provide information on the extent and significance
of potential buried archaeological remains in the location of a possible burial site at the southwest
end of the grounds of Culloden House.

1.2

A metal-detector and walkover survey was conducted in advance of the geophysical survey. A low
mound was identified in the location of the possible burial site, where 19th century historical mapping
depicted the location of the brangas tree discussed below. Metal-detecting was conducted by
Lochaber Archaeological Society to the northeast and east side of Culloden House.

2

Site Location and Description

2.1

The survey area is located in the grounds of Culloden House, Culloden, approximately three miles
east of Inverness, Scotland, centred on National Grid Reference NH 72034 46391 (Figure 1). The
site is located between Smithton and Balloch, on the northwest-facing slopes below Culloden Moor,

2.2

The geophysical survey covered an area of approximately 0.3 hectares (ha) across a single grassed
area in front of Culloden House. The survey area is situated on level ground at between
approximately 35m to 40m aOD (above Ordnance Datum).

2.3

The bedrock recorded geology within the survey area consists of the Hillhead Sandstone Formation,
consisting of sedimentary Devonian sandstones (BGS, 2017). These are overlain by Hummocky
(moundy) Glacial Deposits consisting of Quaternary Diamicton, Sands and Gravels (BGS, 2017).
These are overlain by Humus-iron podzols formed from fluvioglacial silts (Scotland’s soils, 2017).
Gradiometer survey is suggested to provide an average to poor response over this type of geology
and results can vary depending on the parent geology formation (David et al. 2008, 15).

2.4

The metal-detecting survey was undertaken to the northeast and east sides of Culloden House,
under areas of manicured and rough ground to the northeast and east of the hotel. The areas were
specified by the Culloden House Hotel management team.

3

Archaeological and Historical Background

3.1

Summary

3.1.1

The programme of non-invasive survey was undertaken at Culloden House to evaluate the potential for
significant archaeological remains relating to the Jacobean period on the site. Specifically, the work
was hoping to uncover evidence for the location of a Jacobite soldier grave supposedly located within
the grounds.

3.1.2

An undated burial site relating to the 1746 Battle of Culloden is said to be located within the survey
area (MHG43936, Canmore ID 14250). The ‘Brangas Tree’, which once stood in this location, was said
to have been used to “padlock the arm or leg of any malefactor”, later being replaced with a
commemorative inscribed stone supposedly commemorating the death of sixteen soldiers after the
Battle of Culloden (Canmore, 2017). A low mound is all that remains of the supposed burial site from
the battle and has yet to be confirmed through investigative research.

3.2

Desk-based Assessment Methodology

3.2.1

A desk-based assessment was conducted prior to commencement of the metal detecting survey and
geophysical survey in order to assess the archaeological potential of the area based on previously
recorded sites and any historical documentation. A full check of all available historical and
archaeological records, aerial photographs and historical maps was conducted using the Highland
Historic Environment Record (HHER), the National Record of the Historic Environment (NRHE),
Ordnance Survey Name Books, Historic Environment Scotland’s databases, the National Library of
Scotland, statistical accounts and other available records, literary sources or online resources about
the site.
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Figure 1: Site location
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3.3

Cartographic Sources

3.3.1

Historical maps were consulted online at the National Library of Scotland (NLS 2017):

a)

Timothy Pont, Moray and Nairn – Pont 8, ca. 1583-96
Coulleddin Castle is depicted (Figure 2).

b)

Robert Gordon, A Map of Scotland, north of Loch Linnhe and the River Dee and west of the
River Deveron, ca. 1636-52
The place-name of Culodin is shown on the map.

c)

Joan Blaeu, Atlas of Scotland, 1654
The place-name of Cullodin is depicted.

d)

Herman Moll, The East Part of the Shire of Inverness, 1745
The place-name of Cullodin is depicted.

e)

William Roy, Military Survey of Scotland, 1747-55
Culloden House is depicted with an extensive designed landscape, including a walled garden,
surrounded by moorland and open areas of cultivation (Figure 3).

f)

John Thomson, Atlas of Scotland, 1832
Culloden House is depicted.

g)

Ordnance Survey 1st edition 6-inch-to-the-mile map
Ross-shire & Cromartyshire Sheet Cl (includes: Inverness and Bona; Petty)
Survey Date: 1869-72
Publication Date: 1871-80
Culloden House is depicted with an extensive designed landscape, trapezoid walled garden to the
northwest. The surrounding area is now entirely surrounded by enclosed field systems.

h)

Ordnance Survey 1st edition 25-inch-to-the-mile map
Inverness Mainland Sheet IV.16 (Combined)
Survey Date: 1875
Publication Date: 1878
As with the earlier 1st edition 6 inch map, Culloden House is depicted, with an extensive designed
landscape to the northwest and surrounded by enclosed field systems (Figure 4).

i)

Ordnance Survey 2nd edition 25-inch-to-the-mile map
Inverness-shire - Mainland 004.16 (includes: Inverness and Bona; Petty)
Publication Date: 1905
Revised: 1903
Only very minor changes in tree plantation have occurred on this map since the 1st edition. The
layout of the designed garden and surrounding field systems remain the same (Figure 5).

j)

Ordnance Survey 2nd edition 6-inch-to-the-mile map
Nairnshire Sheet III.SE and IV.SW (includes: Cawdor; Croy and Dalcross; Petty)
Publication Date: 1907
Revised: 1902
No changes from the earlier OS maps.

k)

Ordnance Survey One-inch “Popular” edition
Sheet 28 – Nairn and Cromarty
Publication Date: 1929
Culloden House is shown on the map. The full detail of the designed gardens and surrounding fields
cannot be seen at this scale.

l)

Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 maps of Great Britain
NH74 Publication Date: 1961
Culloden House is shown on this map. The full detail of the designed gardens cannot be seen at this
scale; however, the surrounding field boundaries remain unchanged from the OS 2nd edition 6 inch
map.
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Figure 2: Excerpt from Pont’s map, 1583-96

Figure 3: Excerpt from Roy’s map, 1747-55
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Figure 4: Excerpt from OS 25-inch 1st edition map, 1878

Figure 5: Excerpt from OS 25-inch 2nd edition map, 1905
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3.4

Historic Environment Sources

3.4.1

A full search of the Highland Council Historic Environment Record (HHER) and the National Record
of the Historic Environment (NRHE), via Canmore, was carried out on the immediate area around
Culloden House and gardens.

3.4.2

Records shown in close proximity to the area include a registered battlefield, a designed garden, a
conservation area, various listed buildings and monuments:
MHG3043
LB8039 NH 7211 4648
Culloden House
Category A Listed Building situated within a designed landscape, a conservation area, and also lies
within the designated area of Culloden battlefield. It was built in 1788 as a classical astylar double
pile mansion linked to lower pavilions by quadrants. The 17th century designed landscape has been
modified in the 18th and 19th centuries and it still well managed and mostly intact.
MHG46674
LB8039 NH 72038 46531
Culloden House, Gardeners' Bothy
Category A Listed Building, circa 1788. Simple brick, two storey, three bay brick dwelling.
MHG27999
NH 7202 4661
Culloden House, garden mansion house
A mansion of modern date (unassigned), situated in close proximity to Culloden House and the
walled garden.
MHG2951
NH 7197 4633
Culloden House, Brangas Tree
Location of an English elm (‘brangas tree’) standing in front of Culloden House, in which is fixed a
brangas, or iron holdfast. In feudal times, it was customary to padlock the arm or leg of a lawbreaker. The tree and roots have been removed, but a stone 1.5m high sits in its place and bears the
inscription “here 16 soldiers were killed by the English after the Battle of Culloden and were buried in
front of Culloden House.” A low mound 18m x 14m x 0.2m is the only evidence of a burial place and
there is no longer a stone marking this site.
MHG15492
LB10952
NH 7197 4666
Culloden House, Walled Garden
Circa 1788; large rectangular brick walled garden with ashlar cope. The entrance is flanked by a pair
of square rusticated ashlar piers with corniced caps and lead urns (britishlistedbuildings 2017).
MHG3047
NH 73741 45241
Battlefield, Culloden
Site of the Battle of Culloden in 1976. The battlefield is located on reconstituted moorland and
grazing land some 4 miles to the east of Inverness, in the parish of Croy and Dalcross. The site is at
approximately 160m above sea level, on a rolling terrace largely formed from Old Red Sandstone
(Designated Battlefield BTL6).

3.5

Other Sources

3.5.1

Originally on the site by the late 16th century, Coulloddin Castle was a tower house belonging to the
MacIntosh family. It was acquired by ‘Grey’ Duncan Forbes, a Commissioner to Parliament and
provost of Inverness, in 1626. Forbes was involved in the expulsion of King James VII and as a
result his estates in Culloden and Ferintosh were ravaged by Jacobites (Historic Environment
Scotland 2017).
By 1746, the house had been remodeled into a “plain four-storied edifice, with battlemented front and
central bell-turret (per F. Groome, 1882 in Ordnance Gazetteer)”. The Forbes were forced to
withdraw from the house in 1746 after the advance of the Jacobite Army to the policies. Traditionally,
eighteen Jacobite officers were concealed in one of the vaults after the Battle of Culloden, but were
later discovered and shot in nearby Culloden Woods (ibid).
The house was demolished between 1772-83, with a new house being built in 1788 by Arthur Forbes
after his marriage to Sarah Stratton, an English heiress from Kent. The new building incorporated the
vaults of the earlier house and included construction of a walled garden, doocot and stables (ibid).
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3.5.2

Ordnance Survey Name Books (Inverness-shire Mainland vol. 31, 1876-1878) details Culloden
House and Culloden Muir.
Culloden House: A fine mansion, situated about four miles from Inverness, in the centre of a fine
estate; and consists of a central square block- three stories high, with each side of which is a smaller
detached block, connected by a courtyard, the three forming a very imposing front. The ancient
residence for the estate was at Balmore (‘the big town’), near Shatton Lodge- but more than three
centuries ago, it was removed to the present site. In 1781-82 this was also demolished and the
present edifice raised on its base, the lower part of the building remained intact, and which is a
series of arches forming vaults. It is said in one of those vaults ‘the Dungeon’, seventeen of Prince
Charlies’ party was confined after the battle of Culloden.
Culloden Muir: A large tract of arable and moorland divided into two districts; Easthill and Westhill.

3.5.3

The Old and New Statistical Accounts for the parish of Inverness were consulted in search of
references to area under investigation. The Old Statistical Account dates to the 1790s and was
written by Revs. Robert Rose, George Watson & Alexander Fraser. The account is limited in terms of
describing antiquities, with none noted within the area under investigation. A direct reference to the
battle of Culloden on 16th April 1746 is limited to describing it as being the only memorable ‘skirmish’
in the parish. This account describes the battle as being “fought on the moor of that truly great and
good man”; a reference to Lord President Forbes.
The New Statistical Account was written between 1834-45 by Revs Alexander Rose, Alexander
Clark and Robert Macpherson. The “field of the battle of Culloden” is limited to being described as
the “most important locality” of the eastern boundary of the parish of Inverness.

4

Aims and Objectives

4.1

The objective of the geophysical survey was to identify any potential archaeological anomalies that
would enhance the current understanding of the archaeological resource within the proposed
survey area.
The aims of the geophysical survey specifically were:

4.2



To locate, record and characterise any surviving sub-surface archaeological remains within the
survey area, targeting the site of the low mound identified during walkover survey of the site



To provide an assessment of the potential significance of any identified archaeological
remains in a local, regional and (if relevant) national context



To produce a comprehensive site archive and report

The objective of the metal-detecting survey was to assess the potential for significant mid-18th
century artefacts relating to the use/occupation of Culloden House during the period surrounding
the Battle of Culloden.

5 Geophysical Survey
5.1

Methodology

5.1.1

All geophysical survey work was carried out in accordance with recommended good practice
specified in guideline documents published by English Heritage – now Historic England (David et al.
2008) and the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and Guidance for archaeological
geophysical survey (2014).

5.1.2

Parameters were selected that were suitable for the prospective aims of the survey and in
accordance with recommended professional good practice (David et al. 2008, 8).

5.1.3

The gradiometer survey was carried out using Bartington Grad601-2 fluxgate gradiometers (see
Appendices 2 and 3). Data was collected on an east-west alignment using zig-zag traverses, with a
sample interval of 0.25m and a traverse interval of 1m. A total of 6 full or partial 30m by 30m grids
were surveyed within the specified area, totalling an area of approximately 0.3ha.
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5.1.4

Attention was taken to avoid metal obstacles present within the survey area during data collection.
Gradiometer survey is affected by ‘above-ground noise’ such as metal objects, and avoiding these
improves the overall data quality and results obtained.

5.1.5

The gradiometer data were downloaded using Bartington Grad601 PC Software v313 and processed
using Geoscan Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0. The details of these processes can be found in Appendices 4
and 5. Data processing, storage and documentation were carried out in accordance with the good
practice specifications detailed in the guidelines issued by the Archaeology Data Service (Schmidt
and Ernenwein, 2009).

5.1.6

The Earth Resistance survey was carried out using a Geoscan Research RM15 resistance meter,
utilising a MPX15 multiplexor attachment (see Appendices 2 and 3). Data was collected on an eastwest alignment using zig-zag traverses, with a sample interval of 0.5m and a traverse interval of
0.5m. A total of 12 full or partial 30m by 15m grids were surveyed, totalling an area of approximately
0.3ha.

5.1.7

The Earth Resistance data were downloaded and processed using Geoscan Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0, and
the details of these processes can be found in Appendices 4 and 5.

5.1.8

Interpretations of the data were created as layers in AutoCAD LT 2009 / GIS and the technical
terminology used to describe the identified features can be found in Appendix 6.

5.2

Results and Interpretation
The survey results have been visualised as greyscale plots, with the minimally processed
gradiometer data (plotted at -1nT to 2nT) plotted alongside the minimally processed earth resistance
data (plotted at 790.67 Ohms to 226.25 Ohms) in Figure 6. The processed gradiometer data is also
plotted at -1nT to 2nT and can be seen in Figure 7 alongside the processed earth resistance data
(plotted at 165.13 Ohms to -165.79 Ohms). An interpretation of the data can be seen in Figure 8 and
an individual characterisation of the identified anomalies follows this in Appendix 1.

5.2.1

Gradiometer Survey Results
Archaeology
No responses indicating definitive archaeological remains have been located in the survey area.
Discrete Pit - Like anomalies
Several discrete pit like anomalies appear to fall within the mound area, which could represent pits
filled with materials (C1).
A larger pit like anomaly is also located close to trends that are mirrored in the topography of the
survey area (C2). This anomaly could be a larger pit; however it might also be of a more modern
date.
Discrete Linear trends
Several discrete linear and curvilinear trends have been identified in the data which could be of an
archaeological origin (C3). The trends run in a north-west to south-east direction and appear to form
a rectangular shape which could represent the remains of a former enclosure or building.
Linear Trends – Unclear Origins
Further linear and curvilinear trends are visible in the magnetometer data (C4). It is unclear if these
have an archaeological origin similar to those mentioned above, or if they more likely relate to
geological or more modern origins.
Ferrous / Magnetic Disturbance – Unclear Origins
Anomalies with a ferrous magnetic reading are visible in the dataset, which are similar in appearance
to those forming the discrete linear anomalies seen in the dataset. Though these are highly ferrous
and usually suggest the presence of modern debris within the topsoil, the historical background of
the survey area suggests that these anomalies are not modern in origin and could possibly relate to
the burials relating to the Battle of Culloden.
Furthermore a larger area of magnetic disturbance is located in the area of the possible mound (C5).
This also could suggest possible disturbance related to the Battle of Culloden.
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5.2.2

Earth Resistance Survey Results
Low Resistance
Linear shaped areas of low resistance can be seen in the earth resistance data that correlate with
discrete linear anomalies interpreted in the magnetometer data. The low resistance readings suggest
the presence of a wall, structure or modern service, which water would collect and pool against
resulting in the lower resistance.
In the case of R1 this appears to fall within the area of the mound, suggesting the mound is slightly
lower in resistance and could relate to the parent material of the mound being different to the
surrounding geology.
R2-R4 and R6 all represent features also seen in the magnetometer survey which are lower
resistance and mirror topographic features in the survey area.
High Resistance
R5 is of a higher resistance and falls within the area of the discrete pit like anomaly C2. It could have
a more modern origin such as a drain; however it could also be a larger anomaly of an
archaeological origin and therefore cannot be dismissed

.
5.3

Conclusion

5.3.1

The gradiometer and earth resistance surveys have not identified any anomalies or features of a
definitive archaeological nature.

5.3.2

The area of the possible mound contains a number of discrete pit like anomalies within a more
magnetically disturbed area. It is suggested that this could relate to human activity within the mound
area.

5.3.3

A possible rectilinear feature with discrete linear trends has been identified in the gradiometer data,
with similar anomalies observed in the earth resistance data. It is likely that these anomalies could
be archaeological in origin and further investigation would be required to ascertain their origins and
their nature.

5.3.4

Small ferrous anomalies have been identified in the data which though are usually ruled out as
modern detritus, could possibly be archaeological in origin, due to the supposed presence of a burial
relating to the Battle of Culloden within the survey area.

5.4

Statement of Indemnity

5.4.1

Although the results and interpretation detailed in this report have been produced as accurately as
possible, it should be noted that the conclusions offered are a subjective assessment of collected
data sets.

5.4.2

The success of a geophysical survey in identifying archaeological remains can be heavily influenced
by several factors, including geology, seasonality, field conditions and the properties of the features
being detected. Therefore the geophysical interpretation may only reveal certain archaeological
features and not produce a complete plan of all of the archaeological remains within a survey area.
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Figure 6: Minimally processed gradiometer survey results (left); minimally processed Earth Resistance survey results (right) - greyscale plot
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Figure 7: Processed gradiometer survey results (left); processed Earth Resistance survey results (right) - greyscale plot
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Figure 8: Interpretation of Gradiometer and Resistance survey results
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6

Metal Detector Survey

6.1

Methodology

6.1.1

A 100% metal detector survey was undertaken on an area of ground to the northeast of Culloden
House (Figure 1). The metal detector survey was carried out by experienced metal detectorists of
the Lochaber Archaeological Society. The ground was surveyed in systematic transects set out no
greater than 2.5m wide, to allow for overlap of transects.

6.1.2

Findspots were marked using a tag and find number. All find locations were surveyed by AOC
Archaeology using a Trimble Geo-XR rover staff-mounted GPS equipped with RTK corrections up to
centimetre accuracy. All finds of historical and archaeological interest were retained.

6.1.3

A walkover survey of the Culloden House grounds was undertaken by staff from AOC Archaeology.

6.2

Results

6.2.1

The metal-detecting survey recovered a number of artefacts, most of which comprised modern
detritus and mid 20th century finds. A number of potentially significant finds included mid 18th century
halfpennies, lead waste from a 5.5cm sprew casting pistol ball, an iron buckle/clasp, military-style
shirt buttons, a possible iron blade, a group of plough ends (18th-19th century?), various horseshoes
and a 10cm ornamental brass base.

6.2.2

The results indicated that the grounds to the northeast side of Culloden House had been thoroughly
stripped and curated – likely after the building was demolished and rebuilt in 1772-83 and potentially
during modern landscaping. Metal-detecting across a small area to the east-northeast of the building
found that this area had greater archaeological potential, with the majority of the earlier artefacts
being recovered from this area, which appeared to have been less extensively landscaped in the
past.

6.2.3

Walkover survey was undertaken of the grounds around the house. The survey identified a low
mound, measuring approximately 15m in diameter at the southwest end of the lawn to the southwest
side of Culloden House. This was found in the location where the brangas tree was depicted on
historical mapping. The survey also identified a rectangular alignment or platform, interpreted as a
possible structural foundation in the lawn adjacent the entrance to Culloden House on the southwest
side. There was no information gleaned from historical mapping or from the present management
team about the potential for what this feature represents and either further research or investigative
evaluation would be needed to interpret the location.

6.2.4

The historical records indicate that the purported burial site for the eighteen Jacobite soldiers or
officers relates to the story of the soldiers who had been shot after found hiding in the underground
cellars at Culloden House. The geophysical survey did not identify any clear results to locate a
potential burial pit at the southwest end of the lawn. While there is definitely potential for buried
remains to be found on the grounds to the southwest of Culloden House, the survey was unable to
clearly identify specific areas of interest.

6.25

However, the presence of the low mound and the concentration of ferrous spikes in this location
during the geophysical survey could be indicative of underlying archaeology, potentially a
concentration of findspots or remains associated with the brangas tree site – although there are
other possibilities, which would include modern material, and these cannot be discounted.
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Plate 1: Geophysics survey area looking towards Culloden House

Plate 2: Geophysics survey area looking north-east
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Plate 3: Geophysics survey area looking north

Plate 4: Geophysics survey area looking west
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Plate 5: Find 59, iron buckle

Plate 6: Find 94, iron blade or tool

Plate 7: Find 99, corroded stack of plough fittings

Plate 8: Find 101, ornamental brass? Base

Plate 9: Metal detector survey in progress to the east side of Culloden House
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Appendix 1: Characterisation of Identified Anomalies
Gradiometer survey

Site Specific Anomaly Code: C
Anomaly

Type of Archaeology

C1

Discrete Pit Like anomalies

C2

Discrete Pit Like anomaly

C3

Discrete Linear Trends

C4

Unclear Linear Trends

C5

Magnetic Disturbance

Earth Resistance survey

Site Specific Anomaly Code: R
Anomaly

Type of Archaeology

R1

Low Resistance Anomaly

R2

Low Resistance Anomaly

R3

Low Resistance Anomaly

R4

Low Resistance Anomaly

R5

High Resistance Anomaly

R6

Low Resistance Anomaly
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Appendix 2: Survey Metadata
Field
Surveying Company

Description
AOC Archaeology

Data collection staff

Alistair Galt, Dan Shiel, Leonie Teufel, Cathy MacIver

Client

Lochaber Archaeological Society

Site name

Culloden

County

Inverness

NGR

NH 72034 46391

Land use/ field condition

Ornamental lawns

Duration

07-11-17

Weather

Overcast

Survey type

Gradiometer & Earth Resistance Survey

Instrumentation

Trimble GXOR system
Bartington Grad 601-2
Earth Resistance – RM15 and MPX15

Area covered

Approx 0.3 ha (6 full and partial gradiometer grids 12 full and partial
resistance grids)

Download software

Grad601 PC Software v313

Processing software

Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0

Visualisation software

AutoCAD LT 2009

Geology

Hillhead Sandstone Formation, consisting of sedimentary Devonian
sandstones (BGS, 2017). These are overlain by Hummocky
(moundy) Glacial Deposits consisting of Quaternary Diamicton,
Sands and Gravels (BGS, 2017).

Soils

Humus-iron podzols formed from fluvioglacial silts (Scotland’s soils,
2017).

Scheduled Ancient
Monument

No

Known archaeology on
site

Yes - The ‘Brangas Tree’ - an undated burial ground relating to the
Historic Battlefield from the Battle of Culloden is said to be located just
to the south of the survey area (MHG43936, Canmore ID 14250).,

Historical documentation/
mapping on site

None

Report title

Culloden, Inverness

Project number

70220

Report Author

James Lawton & Kimberley Teale

Report approved by

Graeme Cavers
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Appendix 3: Archaeological Prospection Techniques,
Instrumentation and Software Utilised
Gradiometer survey
Gradiometer surveys measure small changes in the earth’s magnetic field. Archaeological materials and
activity can be detected by identifying changes to the magnetic values caused by the presence of weakly
magnetised iron oxides in the soil (Aspinall et al., 2008, 23; Sharma, 1997, 105). Human inhabitation
often causes alterations to the magnetic properties of the ground (Aspinall et al, 2008, 21). There are two
physical transformations that produce a significant contrast between the magnetic properties of
archaeological features and the surrounding soil: the enhancement of magnetic susceptibility and
thermoremnant magnetization (Aspinall et al., 2008, 21; Heron and Gaffney 1987, 72).
Ditches and pits can be easily detected through gradiometer survey as the top soil is generally suggested
to have a greater magnetisation than the subsoil caused by human habitation. Also areas of burning or
materials which have been subjected to heat commonly have high magnetic signatures, examples
include: hearths, kilns, fired clay and mudbricks (Clark 1996, 65; Lowe and Fogel 2010, 24). It should be
noted that negative anomalies can also be useful for characterising archaeological features. If the buried
remains are composed of a material with a lower magnetisation compared with the surrounding soil, the
surrounding soil will consequently have a greater magnetisation resulting in the feature displaying a
negative signature. For example stone materials of a structural nature that are composed of sedimentary
rocks are considered non-magnetic and so will appear a negative features within the data set.
Ferrous objects- i.e. iron and its alloys- are strongly magnetic and are typically detected as high-value
peaks in gradiometer survey data, though it is not usually possible to determine whether these relate to
archaeological or modern objects.
Although gradiometer surveys have been successfully carried out in all areas of the United Kingdom, the
effectiveness of the technique is lessened in areas with complex geology, particularly where igneous and
metamorphic bedrock is present. All magnetic geophysical surveys must therefore take the effects of
background geological and geomorphological conditions into account.

Gradiometer survey instrumentation
AOC Archaeology's gradiometer surveys are carried out using Bartington Grad601-2 magnetic
gradiometers. The Grad601-2 is a high-stability fluxgate magnetic gradient sensor, which uses a 1m
sensor separation. The detection resolution is from 0.03 nT/m to 0.1nT/m, depending on the sensor
parameters selected, making the Grad601-2 an ideal instrument for prospective survey of large areas as
well as detailed surveys of known archaeology. The instrument stores the data collected on an on-board
data-logger, which is then downloaded as a series of survey grids for processing.

Gradiometer survey software
Following the survey, gradiometer data is downloaded from the instrument using Grad601 PC Software
v313. Survey grids are then assembled into composites and enhanced using a range of processing
techniques using Geoscan Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0 (see Appendix 4 for a summary of the processes used in
Geoplot and Appendix 5 for a list of processes used to create final data plots).

Earth Resistance survey instrumentation
AOC Archaeology’s Earth Resistance Surveys are conducted using a Geoscan Research RM15
resistance meter, with a set number of probes and remote probes depending on the chosen survey
methodology, utilising a MPX15 multiplexor attachment if required (see Appendices 2 and 3).
Data was collected on an east-west alignment using zig-zag traverses, with a sample interval of 0.5m and
a traverse interval of 2m. The gain was set appropriate to ground conditions and the local geology.

Earth Resistance survey software
Following completion of the survey, the earth resistance data is downloaded from the instrument using
Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0. The survey grids are then assembled into composites and enhanced using a range of
processing techniques using Geoscan Geoplot v3.0 / v4.0 (see Appendix 4 for a summary of the
processes used in Geoplot and Appendix 5 for a list of processes used to create final data plots).
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Appendix 4: Summary of Processes used in Geoplot
Process
Clip

Effect
Limits data values to within a specified range

De-spike

Removes exceptionally high readings in the data that can obscure
the visibility of archaeological features. In resistivity survey, these
can be caused by poor contact of the mobile probes with the ground.
In gradiometer survey, these can be caused by highly magnetic
items such as buried ferrous objects.

De-stagger

Corrects a misalignment of data when the survey is conducted in a
zig-zag traverse pattern.

Edge Match

Counteracts edge effects in grid composites by subtracting the
difference between mean values in the two lines either side of the
grid edge.

High pass filter

Removes low-frequency, large scale detail in order to remove
background trends in the data, such as variations in geology.

Interpolate

Increases the resolution of a survey by interpolating new values
between surveyed data points, creating a smoother overall effect.

Low Pass filter

Uses a Gaussian filter to remove high-frequency, small scale detail,
typically for smoothing the data.

Periodic Filter

Used to either remove or reduce the appearance of constant and
reoccurring features that distort other anomalies, such as plough
lines.

Wallis filter

Applies a locally adaptive contrast enhancement filter.

Zero Mean Grid

Resets the mean value of each grid to zero, in order to counteract
grid edge discontinuities in composite assemblies.

Zero Mean Traverse

Resets the mean value of each traverse to zero, in order to address
the effect of striping in the data and counteract edge effects.
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Appendix 5: Survey Processing Steps
Gradiometer survey
Process

Extent

Zero Mean Traverse

All LMS =on, threshold -5 to 5

Despike

X=1 Y=1 Thr = 3 Repl = Mean

Clip

Min =-5 Max = 5

Destagger

All grids dir Shift = 2
Line Pattern 34-78 Dual-DS

Low Pass filter

X=1 Y=1 Wt=G

Interpolate

Y, Expand – Expand –SinX/X x2

Raw Palette Scale

Grey08
Min= -1nT Max= 2nT

Palette Scale

Grey08
Min= -1nT Max= 2nT

Resistance survey
Process

Extent

Despike

X=1 Y=1 Thr = 3 Repl = Mean

Clip

Min = -5 Max = 5

High Pass filter

HPF x=10 y=10 wt =u

Interpolate

X, Expand – sin x/x
Y, Expand – sin x/x

Palette Scale

Grey55
Min= -165.79 ohm Max= 165.13 ohm
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Appendix 6: Technical Terminology
Type of Anomaly
Archaeology

Description

Archaeology - Trend

These are made up of linear / curvilinear / rectilinear
anomalies and are either characterised by an increase or
decrease in values compared to the magnetic background.
This evidence is normally supported by the presence of
archaeological remains and is confirmed by other forms of
evidence such as HER records and aerial photography.

Archaeology - Area of
Disturbance

This is characterised by a general increase and decrease of
magnetic responses over a localised area and does not
appear as having a linear form. These anomalies do not have
the high dipolar response which is manifested in an ‘iron
spike’ anomaly. This anomaly may be supported by the
known location of a former building, or other forms of
evidence such as HER records and aerial photography.

Archaeology - Pit

An anomaly composed of an increase in magnetic values with
a patterning on the XY trace plot that is suggestive of buried
remains, such as the infill of a pit.
This evidence is normally supported by the presence of
archaeological remains and is confirmed by other forms of
evidence such as HER records and aerial photography.

Discrete Archaeology
Archaeology? – Trend

Anomalies of a linear / curvilinear / rectilinear form either
composed of an increased or decreased signal compared to
magnetic background values.
It is possible these anomalies belong to archaeological
remains, but poor patterning or weaker response values
makes interpretation difficult.
Where historical records are present, the anomalies would
appear to be weak or inconclusive.

Archaeology? - Area of
Disturbance

Anomalies with an increase or decrease in magnetic values
compared with the magnetic background over a localised
area. Poor patterning or weak signal changes creates
difficulty in defining the origin of the anomaly and so
interpretation is only tentative. The anomaly lacks definitive
records to confirm its origin as being archaeological.
Disturbed areas could indicate the presence of buried rubble
relating to fallen structures, or instead denote modern
material from either quarrying or agricultural activity. On
certain geologies these anomalies could be caused by infilled natural features.

Archaeology? – Pit

An anomaly composed of an increase in magnetic values with
a patterning on the XY trace plot that is suggestive of buried
remains, such as the infill of a pit, but is isolated in its location
and association with other features.

Unclear Origin
Linear Trend

Anomalies of a linear / curvilinear form which are composed
of a weak or different change in magnetic values. Coupled
with poor patterning, the anomaly is difficult to interpret and it
is unclear whether it has an archaeological origin.
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Area of Disturbance

An area of magnetic disturbance which consists of a variety
of increased and decreased magnetic values compared with
background readings, but lacks sufficient patterning or
context for a conclusive interpretation. It is likely that these
readings are caused by modern disturbances, but
interpretation is tentative.

Agricultural
Linear Trend (Old Field
Boundary)

These isolated long linear anomalies, most often represented
as a negative magnetic trend, are likely to relate to former
field boundaries. The magnetic signal may appear
inconsistent but when the positioning is cross referenced with
historic mapping, it is confirmed as a former field boundary.

Linear Trend (Old Field
Boundary?)

These isolated long linear anomalies, most often represented
as a negative magnetic trend, are likely to relate to former
field boundaries. The positioning is not supported by historic
mapping, but is often confirmed with adjacent ploughing
patterns.

Linear Trend (Ridge and Furrow
/ Rig and Furrow)

A series of regular linear anomalies either composed of an
increased or decreased magnetic response compared to
background values. The width between the anomalies is
consistent with that of a Ridge and Furrow ploughing regime,
which is normally wider than conventional ploughing
methods.

Linear Trend (Conventional
ploughing)

A series of regular linear anomalies either composed of an
increased or decreased magnetic response compared to
background values. The regular patterning is likely to denote
the presence of ploughing, however isolated trends can
occasionally be observed that follow the orientation of
ploughing trends seen elsewhere in the area. Anomalies seen
adjacent to field edges are representative of headlands
caused by ploughing.

Linear Trend
(field drainage)

A series of linear anomalies of an indeterminate date, usually
with a regular or herringbone patterning and regular spacing.
These are likely to represent agricultural activity such as land
drainage.

Non- Archaeology
Geology / Natural

An area of disturbance that is composed of irregular
significant increases or decreases in magnetic values
compared with background readings and is likely to indicate
natural variations in soil composition or geology.

Linear Trend (possible modern
service)

Anomalies of a linear form often composed of contrasting
high positive and negative values. Such anomalies usually
signify a feature with a high level of magnetisation and are
likely to belong to modern activity such as pipe lines or
modern services.

Disturbed Area (modern
disturbance?)

An area of disturbance that is likely to be caused by modern
activity and is characterised by significant increases or
decreases in magnetic values compared with background
readings.

Isolated Dipolar Anomalies /
Ferrous (iron spikes)

A response normally caused by ferrous materials on the
ground surface or within the top soil, which causes a ‘spike’
representing a rapid variation in the magnetic response.
These are generally not assessed to be archaeological when
surveying on rural sites, and generally represent modern
material often re-deposited during manuring.
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Appendix 7: List of Metal Detector Finds
(Data compiled by Lochaber Archaeological Society)
1.6mm section x7cm iron nail.
2.5x3cmx6mm thick ferous metal.
3.12cm long x 5mm nail.
4.5cm length x 5mm remains of nail.
5.Fence staple.
6.Remains of a bucket handle.
7.Brass rodding ferrule.
8.6.5x7cm piece of scrap iron.
9.2 pieces of scrap iron.
10.1 piece of iron { hand ringed bit }.
11. 1 piece of scrap iron.
12.Fence Staple.
13.Brass lock plate.
14.Rolled gold parker pen & piece of metal.
15.10x2cm strip of brass, remains of a ferrule.
16.Shard of green glass + 45mm x 15mm plaid clasp. *
17.Military style shirt button.
18.Military style shirt button.
19.1992 10p piece.
20.Stratton Dairies milk bottle top.
21.Metal hook steel.
22.Steel furniture bracket.
23.Steel furniture bracket.
24.1760 George 2nd Irish halfpenny. *
25.6cm x10mm lead [pb].
26.Piece of toy gun.
27.Old cable connector.
28.Broken bottle top.
29.Remains of lone star toy gun.
30.Stratton Dairies gold milk bottle top.
31.Stratton Dairies gold milk bottle top.
32.6cm length x 5mm diameter copper + piece of old nail.
33.Brass pin.
34.Milk bottle top.
35.2 x pieces scrap lead 1.5cm.
36.Off cut brass strip.
37.1cm round section x 28cm copper grounding rod.
38.1989 1 pence penny.
39.1991 1 pence penny.
40.Remains of brass door knob and some burnt wood.
41.Steel nut and 3cm length thin wire.
42.Fencing staple + small nail.
43.Metal linkage.
44.Iron nail+piece of glass.
45.Fencing wire.
46.Oil can screw top.
47.10cm long nail { modern ]
48.2 X pieces of coke.
49.Milk bottle top.
50.20cm long ratchet lever.
51.Left sole of shoe { Limas Portugal ].
52.Steel bolt 10cm x 1.5 cm.
53.Piece of Aluminium scrap.
54.Piece o horse shoe 7cm length ( pony shoe )
55.Lump of coke.
56.3cm x 2cm brass mount.
57.410 shotgun cartridge.
58.American Dime 1983.
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59.5cm x4cm saw tooth locking buckle.
60.3.5 cm lead block with 2 copper pins through it.
61.Aluminium screw top.
62. White horse distillery bottle top.
63.30 x 25cm flat metal bar.
64.Knuckled brass ring 3cm.
65.Wooden Hinge.
66.George 3 rd Half penny 1700 s
67.20 mm x 15 mm lead plug.
68.Aluminium spirit bottle top.
69.Gate bolt.
70.9 mm lead bullet.
71.Tooth of a harrow bar.
72.2p coin 1971.
73.12 gauge shotgun cartridge.
74. Pony shoe.
75. 12 gauge shotgun cartridge.
76..22 bullet.
77.Pin fire cartridge 16 gauge.
78.Finnial
79.One penny 1990.
80.Base of a 410 cartridge.
81..410 slug.
82.85cm copper earthing rod.
90.8 in wide shire-shoe.
91.Brass blade from electrical fuse.
92. Piece of lead.
93. 1 inch pipe ferrule brass.
94.15cm x 5cm shaped tool.
95.Tooth of a harrow bar.
96.Nail
97.Piece of steel bar.
98.5.5cm sprew casting pistol ball (5) holes *
99.7 x pieces of plough parts.
100.Scrap metal.
101.10cm ornamental brass base function unknown at present.
102. horse shoe.
103. 12 cm pony shoe.
104. 30cm farm implement linkage.
105. Lone star Bun +line special toy pistol.
109 Hinge and fastenings.
110. 20cm x 16cm Door lock.
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Appendix 8: Locations of Metal Detector Finds
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AOC Archaeology Group, The Old Estate Office, Rosehaugh Estate, Avoch, IV9 8RF
tel: 01463 819841 | e-mail: inverness@aocarchaeology.com
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